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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [9] we defined links between the prime ideals of an 
FBN-ring, and proved that the finite link components are the clans (i.e., the 
minimal finite classically localizable sets of prime ideals). Examples like the 
ones discussed in [lo] show that finiteness of all link components is the exception 
rather than the rule, and one wonders what can be said about the localization 
at infinite components. 
The present paper addresses itself to this question. After preliminary 
technical considerations, we generalize a result of Jategaonkar [6] by showing 
that over a noetherian PI-ring, an indecomposable injective module has only 
finitely many types of Krull composition factors, or equivalently that the graph 
of links is locally finite (Theorem 7). We deduce a weak version of the Ore 
condition (Lemma 8) and use it to prove the first main result, i.e., that the left- 
and right-quotient rings at a link component coincide (Theorem 11). The 
second main result shows that this quotient ring is classical (i.e., determined by 
an Ore set), provided the ring is affine and satisfies a cardinality condition 
(typically if it is an affine algebra over an uncountable field; Theorem 19 and 
its corollaries). 
2. TERMINOLOGY 
All rings to be considered are FBN (fully bounded noetherian on both sides). 
Unless specified differently, modules will be right-modules; but indexes on the 
left will indicate left-modules. For instance, E(R/P) is the injective hull of the 
right-module RIP, which is a finite power of a certain indecomposable injective 
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module Ep , and $ is the analogously defined indecomposable left-module 
obtained from the injective hull E&R/P). 
j &‘I denotes the Krull dimension of the module M. If M happens to be a 
bimodule and finitely generated on both sides, then the left- and right-Krull 
dimensions of M coincide [5, Lemma 2.21, and the notation 1 fill is unam- 
biguous. A module is called ar-homogeneous if all its nonzero finitely generated 
submodules have Krull dimension a; a set G of prime ideals is called ru-homo- 
geneous if 1 R/P j = a: for all P E E. 
A S&l conlposirion series (elsewhere called critical series, and basic series in 
[5]) of a module M is a finite series 
of submodules, such that the factors M,/M,-, are oci-critical, for a nondecreasing 
sequence of ordinals 0~~ . These factors will be called the Krull composition 
factors of M. Any two Krull composition series of a module M are isomorphic 
in the sense that their factors, subject to a suitable permutation, have iso- 
morphic injective hulls (Jordan Holder theorem). 
The fundamental results concerning these concepts, over FBN-rings, are 
due to Jategaonkar [5]: 
PROPOSITION. Every $nite<v generated module has a Krull composition series. 
Uniform modules are homogeneous. The Jinitely generated or-critical modules X are 
precisely thefinitelygenerated uniform nonsingular RIP-modules, tube P = arm(X) 
is a prime ideal and / RIP / = LY. 
We recall the crucial definitions from [9, pp. 238, 2351; for prime ideals P 
and Q with 1 RIP / = 1 R/Q 1: A long right-link P -- Q is said to exist if there 
is a nonzero homomorphism Ep + E, . A short right-link P -+ Q is said to exist 
if there is a short exact sequence 0 +X+ Y-+2-+0 with Y uniform, and 
X and Z critical with annihilators P and Q, respectively. 
It was shown in [9] that the existence of a long link P -+ Q is equivalent 
to Q being the annihilator of a Krull composition factor of a finitely generated 
submodule of Ep . Moreover, a short link P - Q is the special case of a long 
link corresponding to a Krull composition series of length two. Therefore, 
long and short links determine the same equivalence relation, written P N Q, 
on spec R. A collection of prime ideals is said to be link-closed if it is closed 
under this equivalence relation. The equivalence class of P, which is obviously 
just the connectivity component of P with respect to the directed-graph structure 
defined by either the long or the short links on spec R, will be denoted by 
camp(P). 
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3. TORSION THEORIES FOR FBN-RINGS 
Consider a torsion theory with torsion class 2, torsion-free class 5, torsion 
radical p, Gabriel filter 9, quotient functor Q(e) and quotient ring D = D(P), 
as applied to an FBN-ring A. In this case the torsion theory can also be charac- 
terized by the hereditary set, 
‘$3 ={PEspecR:R/PEg}, 
or by the incomparable set, 
0: = max(‘$) = {P E spec R : P is maximal in v}. 
Thus ‘$3 is recovered from B as its hereditary closure q = her@). Also the 
Gabriel filter a has a basis consisting of all products nQ with Q $ ‘$, and 
where a, is the filter of the P-torsion theory. All terminology referring to a 
torsion theory will also be used with respect to the corresponding sets ‘$3 and (5. 
LEMMA 1. Let 0: be an incomparable link-closed set of prime ideals, and let 
X = M/N where N C M are ideals of R. Then X E 6% if and only if X E 20 . 
Proof. Assume X E 02; then the left-annihilator I(X) belongs to & since 
X, is finitely generated. Consider any prime ideal P’ 1 Y(X) and suppose P’ E 
‘p = her@); then there exists P E (5: with P’ C P; write 1 R/P 1 = LY. X, is not 
P-torsion, since otherwise PI P’ 3 r(X) E 3, as above, and consequently 
PC%, which is a contradiction. Therefore there exists a nonzero homo- 
morphism 4: X - E = E(R/P). Passing to a cyclic critical submodule if 
necessary, we may assume that 4R is critical; then Q = arm(@) is a prime 
ideal. Then 
0 = +(1(X)X) = (#(X))(X) =S I(X) C Q a Q E ED => Q $ ‘$. 
We have j R/Q 1 > 1 X/QX 1 > 1 X/ker 4 ~ = OL, since #(QX) = 0 and since 
E is cY-homogeneous. The maps R t< M -++” X yield, via the injectivity 
of E, 
E --%+ hom,(M, E) -< hom,(X, E) 3 4, 
hence there is e E E with @(e) = 4~. Let P = PI , P2 ,..., P, be the annihilator 
prime ideals of a Krull composition series of eR. Then 
0 = eP, .** PI 3 0 = @(eP, *.. P,)(M) = $(P,, ..a PJ) a P, ... P, C Q, 
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hence Pi C Q for some i. Note P ----Pi and a:=jR!Pj -=/R/Pi/ 3 
1 R/Q 1 > a’; thus equality holds and Q = Pi E 0 C v, which contradicts 
Q+‘v. 
We conclude that P’ $ ‘p, hence P’ E 3, for every prime ideal P’x r(X). 
Since some product of the minimal prime ideals over r(X) is contained in Y(X) 
and in 3~ , we deduce that Y(X) E 3’~ , that is SE-Z& as desired. 
COROLLARY 2. Given prime ideals with Ql 1 PI N P2 , then there exists a 
prime ideal Q, with Q, N Q, I) Pz . 
Proof. Let $3 = her(comp(Q,)) and ?I = comp(P,) n $12. Obviously it 
suffices to prove that YI is link-closed. Assume the contrary, that is 2I 3 P -+ 
Q $91. Then Q -P-P,, and therefore Q E comp(Pi) and Q $ $?. The 
bimodule X = (Q n P)/QP satisfies Z(X) = Q and r(X) = P by [9, Proposition 
2(d)]. As Z(X) = Q E ~a implies X E $, and then X E %O by Lemma 1, we 
derive P = Y(X) E Dg , that is P $ ‘$. This contradicts P~9l C ‘p. 
Remark. We may interpret Corollary 2 as GU (going up) with respect to 
links. The corresponding GD (going down, i.e., PI C Qi - Qs implies the 
existence of Pz with Q, r) P2 .- P,) fails in general, as the following example 
illustrates: 
Let R = (6” ,“) where d = 2, and C = Z,[X]/(~X, .vyp - xj (or more generally 
any pair A C C of commutative noetherian rings such that C is a finitely 
generated A-module, for which GD fails). Then R is a noetherian PI-ring of 
Krull dimension one. There are five prime ideals 
C 
(x- 1, 2) 1 ’ 
with the inclusions PI C Q, and Pz C ,Qs . (Qr , Qf , Qa} and {PI , Pz} are the 
link components. GD fails for the situations PI C ,Qi - Q, and Pz C Q4 N QS . 
COROLLARY 3. For an incomparable set 0 of prime ideals, and *y = her(E), 
the following are equivalent: (1) (1. is link-closed, (2) Fp is link-closed, (3) Q N P E 0. 
implies Q E $3. 
Proof. (1) implies (3) trivially. Assume (3) and consider Pz N P, E ‘$3. 
Then there exists PI C Q, E Q, which implies P2 C Qe - Qi by Corollary 2. 
By assumption, Qa E sJ3 hence P2 E ‘I?; i.e., (2). Finally assume (2) and consider 
PI - P2 E 6. Then P2 E ‘$J hence PI E $3 by assumption. Then there is PI C 
Q1 E 0 and consequently Qi - Qa r> Pz by Corollary 2. Since Qi E 6 C ‘$J, we 
ha\-e Qa E ‘@ by assumption; but Pz E (5 hence P2 = Qp . Thus 1 R/Q, 1 = 
j R/,QQ, ) = I R/P, ! = 1 R/P, I; and PI C Q1 yields PI = Ql E K:, i.e., (1). 
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COROLLARY 4. The link-closed hereditary sets ‘$3 of prime ideals are in one-to- 
one correspondence with the biradicals of Jategarmhar [4]. 
Proof. By definition, such a biradical is a pair (A, p) of torsion radicals for 
left- and right-modules, such that X(R/I) = p(R/1) for every ideal I of R. By 
Lemma 1 and Corollary 3, we know that ap(R/I) = p&R/I) for every ideal 1, 
and therefore (cpp, prp) is a biradical, provided ‘$I is link-closed. Conversely, for 
an arbitrary biradical (h, p), we have h(R/P) = p(R/P) for every prime ideal P, 
and therefore h and p correspond to the same hereditary set ‘$3, that is X = ‘pp 
and p = prp . It remains to show that ‘$ is link-closed: suppose the contrary, 
!J3 3 P + Q # ‘@; then the bimodule X = (Q n P)/QP satisfies Z(X) = Q and 
r(X) = P as in the proof of Corollary 2. Thus I(X) = Q E 99, yielding X E $ 
and furthermore 
XC PPWQP) = WQP) = PWQP) = P~WQP) E 2rp 
andP=r(X)EIDrp, in contradiction to P E q. 
4. LOCALLY FINITE LINKS 
LEMMA 5. Let A be an artinian ring with Jacobson radical J, and let P = 
(1 - e)A + J and Q = (1 - f)A + J be maximal ideals, where e and f are 
idempotents. Then P -+.- Q if and only if fAe # 0. 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that A is basic. If P -- Q, 
then there exists a submodule X of E(R/P), of finite length, with socle iso- 
morphic to a = eA/e J and a top composition factor isomorphic to fz; we take 
such an X of minimal length. By projectivity there exists 4: fA + X with 
fA+X-+i =fA-fA.Such+’ is onto: otherwise its image still has socle 2 
and a top factor f2, but smaller length than X. Thus X = im 4 E fA/ker 4, 
which shows that fA has a composition factor isomorphic to 2, and conse- 
quently fz4e # 0. 
Conversely assume fAe # 0; then there exist submodules D C C CfA with 
C/D s 2; select such submodules with fAID of minimal length. Then fA/D 
is uniform with socle C/D, hence E(fA/D) = E(C/D) = Ep and E(fA) = E, , 
and the natural map fA/D -+ f2 induces a nonzero homomorphism Ep - E, , 
giving the link P A-- Q. 
COROLLARY 6. For an FBN-ring R, P A.+-+ Q if and only zf there is a long 
left-link Q -u-+~~ P. 
Proof. If R is artinian, this follows immediately from Lemma 5. In general 
if P A.+.- Q, then there is a homomorphism r#: Ep + E, with d(e) # 0 and 
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+(e)Q = 0, for some e E Ep . Let P = PI , P2 ,..., P, be the annihilator prime 
ideals of a Krull composition series of eR, and put S = fly=, Pi and R = R/.9. 
Then eSn =: 0 hence e E F, = annEp(P)? and thus the module Fp is R-injective. 
The semiprime ideal S is localizable in R with two-sided artinian quotient 
ring A, since {PI ,..., p,,,> is the set of prime ideals of R with maximal j R/P 1 
(cf. [3, 7, 9, 111). Fp and the analogously defined F, are the appropriate injective 
modules for R, and also for d. Since e E Fp , and therefore 0 + 4 / Fp : Fp --t F, , 
we obtain a link PA -+-+ QA in ,4. It generates a left-link Qa --rt P-4, 
hence a nonzero A-homomorphism #: .F - pF of left-modules. J$ may ob- 
viously be regarded as an R-homomorphism, and as such it extends by in- 
jectivity to a nonzero map .E -+ pE, producing the desired left-link Q -+ -lt P. 
Remark. The graph of long links on spec R is Iocal~Jinite (i.e., each vertex 
meets only finitely many edges) if and only if pE and pE have only finitely many 
Krull composition annihilator prime ideals, for each P E spec R. In this case, 
the short link and bimodule link (cf. [l I]) graph s are a fortiori locally finite. 
DEFINITION. An FBN-ring is said to have locally jnite links if the long link 
graph is locally finite. 
THEOREM 7. A noetherian PI-ring has locally jnite links. 
Proof. By noetherian induction, we may assume that the theorem is true 
for all proper factor rings of the ring R. We have to distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. R is not semiprime (the following argument is a refinement of our 
proof of Theorem 7 in [9], and it works for an arbitrary FBN-ring R). 
Fix a nonzero ideal N with square zero; put R = R/N, U = an+(N) and 
H 1 E/U for any indecomposable injective R-module E; U is an injective 
R-module. From the exact sequence 0 -+ N----f R - R/N -+ 0 and the in- 
jectivity of E we obtain the exact sequence 0 + CT + E --f homs(N, E) --f 0, 
which we use, together with N’ = 0, to identify H with hom,(N, C). 
For a fixed prime ideal Q, consider all P with Q --elt P; that is, with 
P ^v- Q, by Corollary 6; then there exists 0 + 4: Ep -+ E, . The easy situation 
is 4 1 UP # 0, because then P -b’-+ & in i?, hence Q ‘--lt p, and the number 
of such H is finite by noetherian induction. 
Therefore, suppose 4 / UP = 0; then 0 # 4: HP - U. . Since R is an 
FBN-ring, E(H,,R) = @ lJoj ; we lift r$ by injectivity and obtain i with 
0 f  &: U,< --f U, . For such i, / R/Q 1 = 1 R/Q, /; indeed 1 R/Q 1 < / R/Q, ) 
follows from $i f  0; and / R/Q I > 1 R/Qi 1 
conclude Qi 
results from HP n Uoi f  0. We 
A.+ - Q in R; and the number of such Qi is again finite by noetherian 
induction. 
We may pick 0 # p E HP n LToi such that BQ, = 0, and interpret 6 as a 
map N--j UP. Then @Qi = 0 means /3(Q,N) = 0; hence there exists 0 f  g: 
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N/Q,N --+ U, C Ep . Therefore the right-R-module N/QeiN is not P-torsion, 
and consequently rt-ann,(N/Q,N) C P. 
Using [5, Lemma 2.11 we have 
I R/P I G I Rlrt-~WVQiN)I < I N/Q,N I d I R/Q, I = I R/Q I = I RIP I, 
so that equality holds throughout. It follows that P is minimal over 
rt-annR(N/QJV), which settles the case at hand since the number of such P is 
finite for each Qi . 
Case 2. R is semiprime (the following argument follows [6] where our 
theorem is proved for Krull dimension zero). 
We consider again Q --rf P for fixed Q. If Q = 0, then Q is the only prime 
ideal with maximal / R/Q I, hence P = Q and the desired conclusion is trivial. 
If Q # 0, then there is a nonzero central element x E Q. By the proof of Proposi- 
tion 9 in [9], x E P for all P E camp(Q). 
We put En = Anne for n > 1; then El is R/Rx-injective with associated 
prime ideal Q/Rx. A routine argument (cf. [12]), observing that the centrally 
generated ideal Rx has the AR-property, shows that ,E = U E, . Now 
Q --Zf P produces a Krull composition factor C/D of ,E with annihilator P. 
We may assume that C is finitely generated, hence contained in E, for some n; 
and we may choose a composition factor which yields a minimal 12. 
Then C n En_, CD; indeed otherwise 
o + (c n En-&p n E,-,) E ((C n L) + D)/D c c/D) 
which would be an alternative Krull composition factor corresponding to the 
smaller value n - 1. The R-homomorphism C -+ xC/xD given by c --f Z is 
trivially surjective, and has a kernel K containing D. But if c E K, then xc E xD, 
so that 0 = X(C - d) for some d E D. If n > 2, then c - d E El C Enp1 , hence 
c - d E Enp1 n C C D and c E D, and we conclude K = D. This yields C/D g 
xClxD with XC C En-, , and contradicts again the minimality of 71. We conclude 
that n == 1, so that P is the annihilator of a Krull composition factor of El . 
Therefore we obtain P -*ult Q in R; the number of these P must be finite by 
noetherian induction. This finishes the proof. 
5. TWO-SIDED QUOTIENT RINGS 
For any set G of prime ideals of an FBN-ring R with locally finite links, we 
define 
6’ = fQ E spec R: there is a right- or left-link P -+-yLt) Q, for some P E G}; 
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and furthermore G(O) = G and G(“+l) = 6’“)‘. Then we alwavs have G C 6’. 
I f  G is finite and/or homogeneous, then so is 6’. In case G-has both these 
properties, we write S = fi 6, 5” = n 6’ and we note C(S) C C(S). 
LEMMA 8. In an FBN-ring R with locally jnite links, any$nite homogeneous 
set G ofprime ideals is “weakly Ore” (i.e., for all r E R, c E C(S) there exist r’ E R, 
c’ E C(S) with TC‘ = cr’; and the left-right analog). 
Proof. Let t E R and c E C(S) be given, and consider any 4 E hom,(R/cR, 
&R/P)) with P E E. For e = 4(i), one has ec = $(E) = 0. If  e f  0, consider 
the annihilator Q of a top Krull composition factor & of eR; then P --.+h* Q 
and consequently Q E G’ and c E C(S) C C(Q). But 2 is a nonsingular R/Q- 
module and E = 0, a contradiction which shows that hom,(R/cR, E(R/P)) = 0. 
Therefore, R/CR ~2~ for all PE 6, which implies R/CR ~2~ and rc’ E CR for 
suitable c’ E C(S). 
COROLLARS 9. Under the sanre assumptions, C(S) is “weakly reversible” (i.e., 
if cr = 0 for c E C(S) and r E R, then there is C’ E C(S) with rc’ = 0; and the 
Zeft-right-analog). 
Proof. We repeat the standard argument: take n such that the right-an- 
nihilators r(cn) = r(c”+l) agree. By Lemma 8, rc’ = cnr’ for suitable c’ E C(S) 
and r’ E R, hence cn+lr’ = crc’ = 0, and rc’ = c*r’ = 0. 
COROLLARY 10. Under the same assumptions, if c1 ,..., c, E C(So-l)), then 
there is a common multiple clal = ... = c,a, E C(S). 
Proof. We show by induction over n: if c, ,..., c, E C(S(“)) and if tn. > n - 1, 
then there exist cla, = ... = c,a, E C(S(nl-n+l)). This is trivial for n = 1. Let 
n > 2 and suppose that the claim is true for n - 1, that is clb, = ... = c,-lbn--l 
= c E C(S(+-n+*‘) C C(S’“-nfl’). By L emma 8, we have cb = c,a, with a,, E R 
and b E C(S(“-l)) C C(S(*r-n+l)), hence cI(b,b) = ..* = c,-,(b,-,b) = c,a, = 
cb E C(S’m-n+l’). 
THEOREM 1 I. Let R be an FBN-ring with locally finite links, and let ‘$3 be a 
hereditary link-closed set of prime ideals. Then the left- and r&ht-quotient rings at ‘$I 
coincide. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Corollary 3, we have go(R) = p&R). Put R = 
R/VP(R) and denote the left-quotient ring by D; then R C D. Consider any 
P E ‘$3, and write 1 R/P 1 = o[. Put G = {P}; then all E@) are finite, a-homo- 
geneous and contained in ‘$3. Consider any q E XJ. Then there exists an ideal 
D E @ with Dq C R; we write D = EYE, Rdi . For each Q E q we have Q 3 D, 
since otherwise Q E rpD hence Q # p. Therefore D n C(Q) + o and con- 
sequently D n C(S(n+l)) 3 c; we note cq E Dq C R, i.e., cq = P for r E R. 
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By Lemma 8, rc’ = CT’ with I’ E R and c’ E C(S(n)) C C(P). Then cqc’ = 
fc’ = 3, hence 0 = cq’ with q’ = qc’ - f’ E Q. Note Dq’ C R, in particular 
d,q’ = ri E R. By Lemma 8 again, cidi = d,‘c with c; E C(Sn)) and di E R, which 
yields ciFi = cidiq’ = d,‘cq’ = 0 and c:ri E &R). Thus Dic;yi = 0 for left- 
ideals Di E $5; but Di n C(S(‘“)) 3 ci and so cicjri = 0 and c;ci E C(,!W). By 
Corollary 9 there exist CT E C(S(+l)) with yicy = 0, and by Corollary 10 one 
obtains cya, = **. = c:a, = c* E C(P) and ric* = .*. = r,c* = 0. 
Then 0 = fit* = diq’c* so that 0 = Dq’c*. But Q E $J hence 0 = q/c*, 
which yields qc’c* = - * YC E iT with c’c* E C(P); this shows that Q/r;i E 2, for 
all PE q, hence Q/R ~29. But the inclusion R C Q is right-essential: if 
0 $1 q E Q, then qA C a for A E X$ since Q/R ~2~ . Suppose qA = 0; as 
Dq C i? for some D E $l we have 0 = DqA, and we conclude Dq C p,(a) = 0 
and q E vp(f-i) = 0; a contradiction. Thus Q is contained in the right-quotient 
ring at ‘1-2, and by symmetry the two quotient rings are equal. 
Remark. Is link-closedness of ‘$ necessary for the conclusion of Theorem 11 ? 
The answer is clearly yes if one requires this conclusion for all factor rings of R, 
because this puts one into the situation of Corollary 4. But for R alone, the two 
quotient rings may coincide “coincidentally” for non-link-closed $?, as the 
following example illustrates: 
Ramras [14] discussed the ring R which is generated over A = k[x, y]ct,yj by 
two elements 01, 6 subject to 01~ =~,p*=y+land@+@=O.ThisringR 
is a domain, finitely generated as module over its center rZ hence a noetherian 
PI-ring with enough clans; it is a two-dimensional maximal order. The height 
one prime ideals are all invertible hence localizable, but over the maximal ideal 
of A lie two maximal ideals of R which form a two-element clan. 
Consider +J? = spec R - (M} where M is one of these maximal ideals of R; 
this is obviously not link-closed, but hereditary. Since the height of M is two, 
we have AZ* = *M = R and therefore pQ = R = 8~) which proves that 
the two quotient rings coincide. (The verification of the details is facilitated by 
the results in [2].) 
COROLLARY 12. Under the same assumption, if I and I’ are ideals of A, then 
Q(l) and Q(T) are ideals of Q, and Q(W) 1 Q(I) Q(F). If P E ‘$, then Q(P) is a 
prime ideal of Q. 
Proof. One easily checks that Q(1) . IS simultaneously the left- and the right- 
quotient of I, and is therefore an ideal of Q. If q E Q(l) and q’ E Q(r), then Dq, 
q’D’ C R for ideals D E @, D’ E 9% , hence Dqq’D’ C II’. Then Dqq’ E Q(W) 
and qq’ E Q(II’). The statement on prime ideals follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 13. Let R be a noetherian PI-ring, and v  be a hereditary and 
link-closed set of prime ideals, then the quotient ring Q is also a PI-ring. 
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Proof. I f  R satisfies the identity f, then so do all the factor rings R;P. Then 
Q/Q(P) embeds into the simple artinian quotient ring of R/P, and also satisfies f. 
Since a certain product nP of the minimal prime ideals of R is zero, we have 
0 = Q(nP) 3 nQ(P) by Corollary 12, and Q satisfies a certain power off. 
COROLLARY 14. Under the assumptions of Theorem 11, the elements of R 
which become inzlertible in Q are precisely the elements of fi {C(P) : P E %I} = 
n {C(P) : P E max(v)j. 
Proof. Let c E R become invertible in Q, and consider cx E P E+P. Then 
x E c+P CD(P) hence x E P, i.e., c E C(P) for all P E ‘!jJ. Conversely let c E 
n {C(P) : P E max(‘$?)}. For P E max(‘$) we have {P)’ C max(‘$) by Corollary 3, 
and we obtain YC’ = CY’ for every r E R and for suitable cr E C(P), r’ E R, by 
Lemma 8. We conclude that CR E 3, , hence CR E 3, , and similarly Rc E $9. 
The map 4: CR 3 CY -+ F E a is well defined: CT = 0 implies Rcr = 0, hence 
r E 7ip(R) and r = 0. Thus 4 determines an element q E Q with qc = i. Similarly 
c has a right-inverse in Q. 
Before discussing in the next section when ‘?@ is classical, we investigate a 
rather special situation where ‘!J3 turns out to be at least perfect. Our argument is 
analogous to the one used in [ 151. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let R be a l-homogeneous FBN-ring with locally jinite links. 
Then erery hereditary and link-closed set p of prime ideals is perfect. 
Proof. Define ‘$7 = {PC spec R: either 1 RIP / = 1, or 1 RIP ) = 0 and 
P $ +$!} and v* = $3 n ‘$3’. Then 9’ is link-closed, and Sp* is link-closed and 
finite hence classical ([9], Theorem 5) hence perfect. Clearly 2* = ‘I v  rZ’, and 
‘$3 u ‘$3’ = spec R hence 2 A %’ = 0. 
Let E’ E 2* n 3 be finitely generated and critical, with annihilator P. Then 
P $ !jJ* since E’ E II*, and P E ‘p since E’ $2; derive P $ Cp’. Let X be a finitely 
generated submodule of E( k’); then XP, ... PI = 0 where the Pi are the Krull 
composition annihilators of X. We know that P = PI n*+n.+ Pi thus Pi $ ‘p’; 
and we conclude P, ... P, E 3’ and X E 2’. Since this is true for all X, we deduce 
that E( I’) E 2’. Now if ZEN* n 5 is any finitely generated module, then 
E(Z) = @j”=, E( I’$) for finitely generated critical modules Yj E 2* n 3, and 
therefore Z E ‘I’. This proves 2* n 5 C 2’. 
We have p*(R) r> p(R) trivially. Since R is l-homogeneous, the annihilators 
Pi of the Krull composition factors X,/X,-, of a l-composition series of p*(R) 
lie in the l-stratum of spec R. From p*(R) l 2* we deduce that X,/X,_, E%* 
and Pi $ ‘$*, so that Pi # ‘$. It follows that X,/X,-, ~2 and p*(R) ~2, which 
gives p*(R) = p(R). With R = R/p(R) we obtain now i? C Q C Q* C E(a) and 
Q*/Q C E(R)/Q E 5 and finally Q*/Q E 3 n 2* C ‘I’. Thus Q is x/-dense in 
Q*, which is %*-hence Y-torsion-free divisible; and we conclude Q* = Q’(Q). 
Suppose one has a Q-module which does not belong to 5; then its I-radical X 
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is a nonzero D-submodule. But Q’(X) is a Q’(Q)-module, i.e., a Q*-module, 
and therefore Q’(X) E i$* since 2* is perfect. This shows that X/p’(X) E g* n 2 
C 3 n 2 = 0, so that X = p’(X) E 2’ n 2 = 0, a contradiction. Conclude 
that mod Q C 5, so that 2 is perfect. 
Remarks. (1) The assumption of l-homogeneity of R means simply that R 
has Krull dimension one and zero socle. We do not know whether the condition 
on the socle can be dropped, nor whether the conclusion can be strengthened 
from “perfect” to “classical”. 
(2) The Counterexample 1 in [9], i.e., R = A x A, with A = K[x] and 
U(X) = .r + 1, is a ring to which Proposition 15 applies and which has infinite 
components. 
(3) R = K[x, y] is a 2-homogeneous commutative noetherian ring for 
which the conclusion of Proposition 1.5 fails: the collection !I@ of prime ideals of 
height at most one is trivially hereditary and link-closed, but Q = R. Since this 
is also the quotient ring for ‘!j3# = spec R, ‘p is not perfect (and a fortiori not 
classical). 
6. THE ORE CONDITION 
A multiplicative subset Z of the FBN-ring R determines torsion theories =2 
and Zz and a hereditary set pz, via 
Iz, = {X E mod R: for each x E X there exists s E Z with xs = 0) 
and 
‘&=(P~specR:PnZ= @a>. 
& !& and !& correspond to each other, in the sense discussed at the beginning 
of Section 3. 
DEFINITION. A hereditary set ‘$J of prime ideals of the FBN-ring R will be 
called classical if it is determined by an Ore set Z. 
LEMMA 16. Any classical set ‘$ is link-closed. 
Proof. Let ‘$3 be determined by the Ore set Z. Let sx E P E $3 with x E 2, 
and write RxR = z” (-I rixR. By the Ore condition (and the implied common 
multiple property), there exist s’ E .Z and rj E R with s’ri = Y,‘s; therefore 
s’Rx C s’ CF=, r,xR = xy=, Y~SXR C P, hence x E P since P n 2 = 0. We 
conclude that .E C C(P) for all P E p. 
Suppose that there exists a short link ‘p 3 P +.- Q $ Is; then P n 2 = B 
and Q n Z3 s. Write P = ~~=, Rp, and find p,s’ = sp: from the Ore condition 
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on Z; then sp; = pis’ E P by the first consideration. Thus Ps’ = x:1, Rpis’ = 
xr:, Pspi C QP, and we deduce that (Q n P)(Rs’R) C QP and s E P (by [9, 
Proposition 2(4)]). This is a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 17. Let *$% be a hereditary set ojprime ideals of the FBN-ring R 
with locally finite links. Then !#3 is classical ; f  and only if it is link-closed and 
determined by the multiplicative set 0 {C(P) : P E ‘$I}; and then this is the largest 
Ore set determining ‘$. 
Proof. If ‘$ is classical, then it is link-closed by Lemma 16. Trivially, 
Qnn{C(P):PE(U}= @ if QE‘$. If Q$5#, then QnZ:f F and 
Q n n {C(P) : P E Cp> # o since ZC n {C(P) : P E ‘p} by the proof of the 
previous lemma. 
Conversely we have to show that n {C(P) : PE‘$P> is an Ore set, provided it 
determines the link-closed ?@. By the argument of the proof of Corollary 14, 
CR E 3s~ holds for every c E n (C(P) : P E ‘$}. Consequently, the bound B of CR 
is contained in lisp , since R is FBN, and then the same is true for every minimal 
prime ideal Q over B. We deduce that Q $ ‘!$J and Q n fi {C(P) : P E ‘$} 3 co; 
but then c’ = n co EH Q C B and rc’ E B C CR for each T E R, proving the 
right-Ore condition cr’ = rc’ for n {C(P) : P E ‘$3}. 
Notation. Let A be a central subring of a ring R, and let P be a prime ideal 
of R of PI-degree n. By Posner’s theorem, R/P has a simple artinian quotient 
ring, which is a matrix ring over a division ring T. It is obtained by inverting 
the nonzero elements of C = center(R/P), so that it equals (R/P) &L where 
L = (quotient field of C) = center(T). Every maximal subfield K of T is a 
splitting field: (R/P) oc Kg MJK). For 17 = A n P, and for the quotient 
field F of A/Ii’ G A + P/P, one has natural embeddings A + P/P+ C, 
F + K + Mn(K). We shall use this notation for the rest of the paper. 
LEMMA 18. Let the ring R be afine over the central subring A, and let D be a 
right-ideal of R. Consider a set 6 of prime ideals of R, of bounded PI-degree, and 
such that D n C(P) + 0, and P n A = I7 is independent of P, for all P E 6. 
Then there are$nitely many elements de E D such that the de E RIPgenerate M,,(K) 
as K-vectorspace, for all P E 6. 
Prooj. (The following argument is patterned after [13, Lemma VI.2.91.) 
Let R = A{r, ,..., r,> and let Z: A+, ,..., x,} -+ R be the A-algebra homo- 
morphism from the free A-algebra, defined by l (z+) = rj . For given n, let 
B = F[&, : j = I,..., s; i, k = I,..., n] be the commutative polynomial ring in 
sn2 variables over the quotient field F of A/IT, which is a noetherian A-algebra; 
and let X: A{x, ,..., x,} ---f M,(B) be the A-algebra homomorphism defined by 
Qj) = (~j;.i?Ji.k . 
For any nz-tuple a = (a,) E A{x, ,..., x,}~*, put 8(a) = det Tr(h(a,) h(a,)) E B, 
and let I be the ideal of B generated by all the 8(a) with a, E E&(D) for all 
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a = l,..., n*. This ideal is finitely generated by elements a(~,), I = I,..., t. 
Note that the finite set of all the entries of all the al depends only on n, D, and 17. 
Consider any P E 6 with PI-degree 71. Let @ be the A-algebra homomorphism 
4x1 ,..., xs> -+ R -+” R/PC M,(K) (where K obviously depends on P), and 
define an F-algebra homomorphism 4: B + K by $(&) = (i, K)-entry of the 
matrix @(xi). For a E A{x, ,..., x,)n* put d(a) = det Tr(@(a,) @(a&) E K. 
Since 4 is a ring homomorphism, one has that @ = M,($)h and 4 Tr = 
Tr M,(4), and consequently A = 4% It is well known and easy to verify that 
elements A, ,..., An2 E M,(K) are a K-basis of M,(K) if and only if det Tr(A,A,} 
# 0; therefore @(al),..., @(a%~) form such a K-basis if and only if #(a) = 
d(a) # 0. 
Since D n C(P) # O, v(D) contains a regular element hence is essential in 
R/P. Thus its quotient v(D)L coincides with the whole simple artinian ring 
(R/P) &L, hence v(D)K coincides with M,(K), and consequently v(D) contains 
a K-basis of M,(K), which obviously consists of n* elements. We pick inverse 
images of these basis elements under v  in D, and then under E in A{x, ,..., x,), to 
obtain the n*-tuple a = (a,) with a, E c-l(D), One has 0 # @(a) E+(I), and 
0 # 4 S(a,) = 4,) f  or some 1 < I < t. Then c(uru) E D; and the elements 
YE(Ula) = @(ala), a = I,...) 9, form a K-basis of M,(K). Therefore all the 
VE(~J, 1 = l,..., t; 01 = I,..., n*, form a generating set. 
This generating set depends on P only via n. If  we repeat the construction for 
each of the finitely many n which appear as the PI-degrees of the P E 6, and 
unite the resulting finite sets, we obtain the desired finite subset of D which 
works simultaneously for all P E 6. 
THEOREM 19. Let R be a noetherian PI-ring which is afine over a central 
subring A. Consider an incomparable and link-closed set 6 of prime ideals, such that 
P n A = 17 is independent of P for all P E 6, and such that the cardinality 
card(A/D) is infinite and strictly greater than card(E). Then E is clussicul. 
Proof. According to the Corollaries 14 and 17, and with $3 = her(K), it 
suffices to show that n {C(P) : P E ‘@) = n (C(P) : P E a} determines !& Since 
n{c(P):Peq3}nQ = 125 is trivially true for Q E ‘$3, all we have to show is 
n {C(P) : P E K} n Q # m for the prime ideals Q $ ‘$3. 
IfQ$!@,thenQEBrphenceQnC(P)# @forallP~v.WetakeD=Q 
and apply Lemma 18 to obtain elements dI ,..., d,,, E Q such that Jr ,..., a,,, E R/P 
generate M,(K) as K-space, for all P E 6. 
Since A = A/17 E A + P/PC RIP, and since the quotient field F of A 
embedds naturally into K, we have 
5 44J~C 2 44PC J%,(K), 
B=l 6-l 
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and we can define a map F’l! - K by 
This is a homogeneous polynomial function over K, hence its zero set IP is a 
Zariski-closed subset of F”‘. 
As u(4),..., v(d,) generate all of M%(K), fp certainly does not vanish identically 
on Knr; but then it cannot vanish identically on F”& either, since F is infinite. 
Thus I’, $ Fm for all P. From Lemma 4 of [l] and the cardinality assumption, 
we deduce that (J (VP : P E E> $ Fm, so that there exist ys E F with fp( y1 ,... y?,J 
# 0 for all P; since the fp are homogeneous we may assume y6 E A/17. This 
means that xyS1 v($) y. is invertible in M,(K) and therefore regular in R/P. We 
conclude that Cy=“=, de ys E Q n C(P) for all P, so that Q n (J {C(P) : P E (I} f 3 
as required. 
COROLLARY 20. Let R be a noetherian PI-ring which is a&e over its center, 
and let 0. be a link component. Assume that center(R)/(center(R) n P) is un- 
countable for P E (5. Then (5: is classical. 
Proof. Note that center(R) n P is independent of P (cf. the proof of 
Theorem 9 in [9]), and that 6 is countable since R has locally finite links by 
Theorem 7. Thus, Theorem 19 applies with A = center(R) and 17 = center(R) 
n P. 
PROPOSITION 21. Let R be a noetherian PI-ring with a central subring 4. 
Consider an incomparable and link-closed set 6 of prime ideals, such that Ii’ = 
A n P is the same for all P E 6, and such that card(A/D) is infinite and strictly 
greater than card(E). If all P E (5: are completely prime, then 6 is classical. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 19, we have to show that fi {C(P) : P E a} 
n Q f o for all prime ideals Q $ $3 = her(K). But in the present situation we 
have C(P) = R - P, and all we have to show is Q g n {P : P E ($1. 
Suppose that Q r$ ‘$3 and Q C (J {P : P E 61; then Q g P for all P E 6. Avoiding 
Lemma 18, we let dI ,..,, d, be any set of generators of Q as an ideal, and we put 
VP = (yl,...,ym)~Fm: g v($)y, = 0 . 
I B=l I 
Then VP is a proper subset of Fm since Q q P implies de 4 P for some 8. It is 
Zariski-closed, in fact a linear variety. But since xrz1 d,A C Q C (J {P : P E a}, 
one has (A/17)m C u {VP : P E E} and therefore Fwb = (J {I’, : P E a}, which is 
again incompatible with the cardinality assumption. 
COROLLARY 22. Let R be a noetherian PI-ring and let (5 be a link component. 
Assume that center(R)/(center(R) n P) is uncountable for P E a. If all prime ideals 
in 0: are completely prime, then E is classical. 
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Concluding remarks. The last proposition and corollary (which do not need 
the at&e-ness assumption) were included-though they deal with a rather 
special situation-because they apply to the matrix rings R = (;! f) which were 
thoroughly investigated in [lo], and to the split extensions R = A x A, which 
were considered in [9, Counterexample 11. 
The cardinality condition in the Corollaries 20 and 22 is satisfied if R is an 
algebra over an uncountable field. But it renders the results useless for “small” 
rings, and the problem is open in this case. There is a close connection with the 
following question for commutative rings: Let G be a jinitely generated group of 
automorphisms of the commutative noetherian ring R, and let P and Q be prime 
ideals. If Q is contained in the set-union of the G-orbit of P, does there exist g E G 
with QCPg? 
This can be proved if R is an algebra over an uncountable field, by an argument 
similar to the one used for Proposition 22. And a counterexample, with G either 
generated by two finite subgroups or infinite cyclic, would produce a counter- 
example to Corollary 20 (without the cardinality condition), of one of the two 
types mentioned above. 
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